APPENDIX L
Well Capacity Study

September 9, 2021
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mark Rincon-Ibarra, PE
Director or Public Works
City of St. Helena

FROM:
Matthew O’Connor, PhD, CEG #2449, Exp. 10-31-21
President, O’Connor Environmental, Inc.
SUBJECT:

Well Capacity and Sustainability Assessment, Proposed Hunter Subdivision

Overview
This memorandum reviews pump test data and information submitted by representatives of the
proposed project.
The requirements for this submittal by project representatives, “City of St Helena Well Capacity and
Sustainability Assessment for Hunter Subdivision”, dated July 20, 2021 (Attachment A), have been met.
Their submittal is comprised of the following:
1. a submittal memorandum from Tim Massey, Managing Director, Hunter Applicant, dated August
26, 2021 (Attachment B, 2 pages),
2. a copy of the County Well Permit, including well construction details and a geologic log
(Attachment C, 2 pages), and
3. pump test data including a site map with well location prepared by Les Petersen Drilling &
Pump, C57 License #261084 (Attachment D, 5 pages).
My comments and interpretations follow. It is my understanding that the potential environmental
effects of this well are to be evaluated by the pending CEQA process for the project.
Landscape Irrigation Demand
Per information provided in Attachment B, the estimated annual water demand for landscape irrigation
is 17.16 acre-feet per year, ranging monthly from 0.60 acre-feet to 2.7 acre-feet depending on the
season with average monthly demand of 1.43 acre-feet. For reference, the County of Napa Water
Availability Assessment Guidelines allows for 1 acre-foot per year of groundwater use per acre of land
on the Napa Valley Floor; the project parcel is 16.92 acres. The proposed annual irrigation is 1.4%
greater than would be allowed by the County of Napa. While it is acknowledged that this is a minimal
difference with little significance, it is recommended that the annual groundwater use conform with
County policy.
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The analysis of Maximum Daily Demand for the project was estimated to be 45,633 gallons per day (0.14
acre-feet) based on an estimated total of 861 gallons per day for each parcel. Based on this estimate of
peak demand, a proposed pumping rate of 40 gallons per minute was selected for the well; to satisfy
peak daily demand, the well would be pumped a total of about 19 hours. It was stressed that this is a
“worst case” scenario for irrigation demand and thought to be extremely unlikely to occur. I believe
that the estimate of peak daily demand and the proposed pumping rate are appropriate for this
assessment; however, the peak daily irrigation rate per lot appears to me to be relatively high and
suggests that landscaping may include plantings that are not drought-tolerant. I recommend that the
applicant consider requiring drought-tolerant plantings by homeowners to promote water conservation.
Well Construction Details and Aquifer Description
The County Well Permit (Attachment C) is dated June 14, 1976. The existence of this County Permit
exempts this well from the requirements of the City’s well permit program.
The well intercepts groundwater from rocks and deposits of volcanic origin. Well perforations begin at a
depth of 80 ft below ground surface and extend to the bottom of the well 410 below ground surface. A
20 ft well seal is in place. The well does not draw water directly from the Napa Valley alluvium, which is
believed to be interconnected with surface water of the Napa River. The degree of hydrogeologic
connectivity between the underlying volcanic aquifer and the alluvial deposits on the surface of the
Napa Valley Floor has not been quantified, but it is likely that withdrawals of groundwater from this
deeper aquifer have a less direct effect on surface flow in the Napa River than withdrawals from the
shallow alluvial aquifer.
The elevation of the ground surface at the well head was reported to be 201 feet above sea level. This
elevation appears inconsistent with US Geological Survey topographic maps. We cross-checked the well
head location against publicly-available LiDAR topographic data from 2018 and found the reported well
head elevation (per coordinates provided by Petersen) to be 214.9 feet above sea level (NAVD88), +/- 1
foot. This discrepancy is not of particular significance since we were able to determine the well head
elevation from the information provided.
Pump Test Results and Interpretation
The static depth of groundwater prior to the pump test and after the pump test ended was reported to
be 22 feet below ground surface. Assuming the well head elevation to be about 215 feet above sea
level, the static groundwater elevation is about 193 feet above sea level. During the 24-hour pumping
test, depth to groundwater was steady at 23 feet below ground surface (about 192 feet above sea level).
The groundwater elevation is reasonably consistent with groundwater elevation contour mapping by
County of Napa Groundwater Sustainability Annual Reports.
The extremely small pumping drawdown and immediate recovery of water elevation at the conclusion
of the 24 hour pumping test is indicative of relatively high aquifer transmissivity and relatively abundant
groundwater. The seasonal and long-term effects of the proposed use of this well on groundwater
elevations is beyond the scope of this review; however, the pumping test data are indicative of relatively
abundant groundwater. I believe that this well is easily capable of supplying landscape irrigation water
for the proposed project.
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ATTACHMENT A
2 PAGES

City of St Helena Well Capacity and Sustainability Assessment for Hunter Subdivision
Introduction
This Well Capacity and Sustainability Assessment is specific to the circumstances of the proposed
landscape irrigation water source, which is a well within the City St Helena permitted by the County of
Napa prior to the adoption of the City Well Ordinance. The objective of this Assessment is to substantiate
that the Project Well has the capacity to supply the quantity of water required for landscape irrigation of
the proposed Hunter Subdivision. The City has encouraged project proponents to minimize the amount
of water required from the City’s drinking water supply, and an existing well on the project site formerly
used for irrigation has been identified as a potential water source for landscape irrigation throughout the
proposed subdivision.
Required Information
To perform a Well Capacity and Sustainability Assessment demonstrating that the City’s public water
supply will only be used for domestic residential (indoor) use and that the Project Well is capable of
supplying all landscape irrigation (outdoor use), the City of St Helena requests the following information:
1. Estimated annual and monthly landscape irrigation demand for the Project at full build out
2. Required pumping rate and pumping duration to meet typical maximum daily demand for
landscape irrigation; this pumping rate is intended to represent the nominal pumping rate to be
used in the required pump test.
3. Well Completion Report for the Project Well; if the WCR is not available, the following information
should be provided:
a. Well depth and static water elevation
b. Well casing material and casing diameter
c. Perforated (screened) interval(s) in the well casing
4. Well location (GPS coordinates and map representation)
5. County Well Permit and associated documentation
6. Existing data from prior well tests describing depth to water, pumping capacity and/or water
quality
7. Pump test per procedure following. Considering the current extreme drought condition, the
water pumped from the well during the test should, if possible, be stored for beneficial use.
Pump Test
This procedure provides minimum guidelines for a pump test to evaluate well yield. A pump test of 24hour duration is required. The test should be performed by a qualified contractor experienced with well
tests and holding a C-57 license or a Professional Engineer or a Professional Geologist. The City will
consider alternative procedures providing comparable data if proposed in writing; the City would need to
approve an alternative procedure prior to the pump test.

Pre-Test Procedure
1. Identify the location of the well, by either the NAD83 California State Plane II or WGS 84 lat./long.
or by the measured distance reference to a fixed landmark. Estimate elevation of the well head.
Record this information and include it in the pump test summary.
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2. Measure and record the static (non-pumping) water level in the well. Provide information on
measuring points (top of casing, surface seal, access port, etc.) Measurements should be taken
relative to ground level. The measuring point above ground level should be measured and reported
in the pump test summary. To establish the static level, the well must not be pumped for at least 24
hours prior to measurement of the static water level; if the well is not in active use, this requirement
may be ignored.
3. Record the type of discharge measurement method. Indicate the type and model of flow meter or
provide an accurate description of weir or orifice plate set up; report this information in the pump
test summary.
4. Calculate the volume of water stored in the well.
Pump Test Procedure
1. Remove a volume of water equivalent to the calculated volume stored in the well.
2. Begin pumping at the rate determined in item 2 on page 1. Continue pumping at this rate until the
water level in the well stabilizes. If the water level does not stabilize within 3 hours, reduce the pumping
rate by 25% and continue pumping; if the water level does not stabilize at the new reduced rate within 1
hour, reduce the pumping rate by 25% of the original rate, and continue to evaluate stability of water
elevation. The pump test should be conducted with a steady water elevation; it is understood that this
may prove difficult to achieve. (The pump test contractor may wish to conduct a step test prior to the
pump test to identify a pumping rate that will allow establishment of a steady water elevation; it is desired
that the pumping rate for the test be in the typical operational range expected for the well.)
3. Record the dynamic (pumping) water level and discharge rate using a pressure transducer and data
logger to record water elevation at 1 minute intervals as an alternative to the schedule above, which is
intended for manual water elevation measurements. Periodic manual water elevation observations using
a water level sensor should be collected to validate pressure transducer data.
4. Once the stabilized dynamic water level has been reached, the 24-hour test period may begin. At the
end of the pumping test, measure, and record the final discharge rate and dynamic water level. Continue
monitoring water elevation in the well over 72-hour period with the pressure transducer and data logger;
it is desirable but not required to periodically measure water elevation manually with a water level sensor
during the 72-hour recovery period.
Compile the test data in a pump test summary and submit to City of St Helena.

July 20, 2021
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ATTACHMENT B
2 PAGES

August 26 2021

Maya DeRosa
City of St. Helena

RE:

WELL CAPACITY AND SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT
PROPOSED HUNTER SUBDIVISION

Dear Maya:
This submittal has been prepared to address the well capacity and sustainability assessment
requested for the proposed Hunter Subdivision by the City in their memorandum dated July 20,
2021. The objective of the assessment was to substantiate that the proposed water source
(existing on-site irrigation well) has the capacity to supply the quantity of water required to meet
the subdivision’s landscape irrigation demands. The following provides the information
requested in the memorandum.

1.

Estimated Annual and Monthly Irrigation Demand
The estimated annual water demand is 17.16 acre-feet (AF) per year. This equates to an
average monthly irrigation demand of 1.43 AF. However, the actual monthly demand
will vary seasonally, with nominal amounts of water being used during the winter (less
than 0.60 AF/month) and appreciably higher amounts during the spring and summer (1.5
to 2.7 AF/month).

2.

Required Pumping Rate and Pumping Duration for Maximum Daily Demand
The following provides a breakdown of the pumping rate and pumping duration
derivations for the worst-case scenario (i.e., July irrigation cycle with all irrigation
controllers watering at the same time):
-

-

Based on evapotranspiration demand and irrigation application rates, assume 60
minutes of spray irrigation at 8 gallons per minute (GPM) and 127 minutes of drip
irrigation at 3 GPM per house. These rates equate to 480 gallons per day (GPD) for
spray irrigation and 381 GPD for drip irrigation, which translates to a total daily unit
rate of 861 GPD per house.
Lots 1 - 51, Total number of houses in subdivision = 51 Independent Irr. Controllers
Lot 52, Affordable Housing Parcel
= 1 Independent Irr. Controller

1

-

Public Landscape Along Adams & A Street

= 1 Independent Irr. Controller

3.

Total peak water demand = 53 Irr. Controllers x 861 GPD/controller = 45,633 GPD**
Proposed design pumping rate of irrigation well = 40 GPM
Corresponding pumping duration = 1,141 minutes per day
**Absolute worst case, extremely unlikely to occur.
Well Completion Report – See attached

4.

Well Location – See attached

5.

County Well Permit – See attached

6.

Existing Data from Prior Well Tests – See attached Well Permit/Well Completion Report

7.

Pump Test per County Procedure
Documentation compiled as part of the recent 24-hour pump test performed on August
10 and 11, 2021 is attached. Please note that the attached “Test Pump Log” does not
fully reflect the start-up provisions. As shown in the “Comments” column, the pump was
started at 9:55 AM to dial in the target pumping rate (40 GPM). This task took several
minutes to complete, whereupon the pump was shut off to allow time for the static
groundwater level to recover. Pumping was reinstated at 10:15 AM to initiate the
removal of casing storage, which was calculated to be approximately 1,000 gallons. At a
pumping rate of 40 GPM, the required pumping period to remove the casing storage
volume was 25 minutes. As such, the actual start time for the 24-hour pump test was
10:40 AM. Please note that the pump was not shut off at the transition from the casing
storage removal period and the start of the 24-hour pump test. Groundwater level data
was collected using a downhole transducer and datalogger.
The testing protocols require the monitoring of groundwater levels over the course of the
72-hour recovery period. However, full recovery was demonstrated almost
instantaneously. Based on this circumstance, the collection of groundwater level data
was discontinued after 24 hours.

We trust the information provided herein addresses the requirements stipulated in the July 20,
2021 memorandum. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at
(650) 704-3904.
Regards,
Tim Massey
Managing Director
Hunter Applicant

Attachments: Well Permit/Well Completion Report
Pump Test Results
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